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2020-2021 Fall Recap

Though this quarter looked quite different, Cal Poly Sailing continued to get out on the 
water, make memories, and learn more about collegiate racing. We were able to go sailing 

with safety precautions in place and focused on chalk talks during meetings. We held 
meetings over Zoom, competitions via sailing simulators, and online social events to keep in 

touch as much as possible.  We hope to get back to racing as soon as the conference, 
Cal Poly, and local health guidelines allow us to. Until then this is what we have been up to:
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Staying Safe.

The pandemic has brought many challenges to our normal way of meeting and socializing as 
a club and team. To adapt to guidelines set out by Cal Poly and the CSU system, we have held 
virtual meetings and social events through Zoom. Moreover, we have set up guidelines for 
COVID-conscious individual sailing practices which can be found at: 
http://calpolysailing.com/participate/.

http://calpolysailing.com/participate/
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Zoom Meetings.

Since we were unable to hold physical meetings this quarter, the team’s Zoom meetings 
allowed new and returning sailors to socialize in breakout rooms and games such as Among 
Us and Kahoot while also teaching new sailors and refreshing returners through virtual 
chalk talks led by officers. Although the team faced an unfamiliar new norm, the spirit of our 
meetings remained the same.
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Social Events.

We are incredibly thankful for the social opportunities we had during the quarter! From 
trivia tournaments to movie nights to Among Us games to e-Regata races, we kept members 
engaged and entertained. 

In addition to team wide social activities we also implemented “buddy groups” which 
contain a mix of returning and new members to help us get to know each other and plan 
some small group social events. We look forward to utilizing buddy groups more in the 
future.
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Practices.

In order to hold practices, we worked with Cal Poly Club Sports, Morro Bay Yacht Club, and 
local health guidelines to create a Covid plan. All sailors must wear masks from the time they 
get to Morro Bay until they leave and must adhere to social distancing. Additionally, practices 
are capped to keep gathering small. Due to a lack of regattas this season, practices focused 
on teaching new sailors learning to sail and the basics of racing. 

To supplement the on the water learning, we also held chalk talks at weekly meetings that 
focused on racing skills and advanced maneuvers. In the future quarters we plan to continue 
these chalk talks so members can learn about sailing and enhance their skills without 
needing to be on the water.

In addition to the virtualization of our meetings which include chalk talks, we have gone the 
extra step by recording these. We plan on releasing all of them through our new YouTube 
channel! We are looking forward to more content posting on the channel itself for use in the 
future.
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Graduates!

Congratulations to Sara Schoepp and Matt Elliot on graduating this quarter! We are so proud 
of you and wish you all the best in your future endeavours. We will miss you so please come 
back to visit! Thank you for all your time spent at Cal Poly and Cal Poly Sailing!
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Thank you very much for all of your support and as always if you have any comments, 
questions, donation inquiries, or feedback please reach out to use through our Instagram 
page or our email.

Cpsailing@gmail.com

2020-2021 Officer Board

President: Jack Kelly
Captain: Kai Ponting

Treasurer: Ellie Bonnie
Secretary: Sara Moore

Fundraising: Peyton Nienaber
Practice Coordinator: Corey Quillen

Equipment Manager: Mitchell Carroll
Social: Macy Rowe
Gear: Chris Haugen

Public Relations: Eric Wang
Safety: Jeff Romeo

Thanks for reading.
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